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Abstract: Spread of the Jidoka concept can be phrased as a trend at the production of electronic
products. In most of the cases, with the application of this concept, the development of testing
procedures (for quality assurance purposes) of the finished products can be avoided. In those cases,
when the production process of the appropriate quality product cannot be implemented safely for the
establishment of the product testing process (following the production process), changing the number
of variety products, change of requirements concerning the electronic products (e.g., instructions
related to energy consumption, noise level) and the variation of the required testing capacity make the
modification of the established testing process necessary. The implementation of related plans often
leads to problems (e.g., not the appropriate storage area, material flow process or material handling
equipment having been chosen). The method of process configuration affects the sustainability,
since the poorly established process can lead to additional usage of non-renewable natural resources
and unjustified environmental impact. For one of the tools of Industry 4.0, we developed such a
state-of-the-art testing method with the use of simulation modelling by which the change of testing
process can be effectively examined and evaluated, thus we can prevent the unnecessary planning
failures. The application of the developed method is also shown through a case study.

Keywords: electronic product testing; simulation; smart logistics; sustainable logistics

1. Introduction

Nowadays, companies can remain competitive, which, besides low unit costs, are able to satisfy
individual customer needs [1,2]. The individual customer needs primarily mean the increase of the
number of variety of products to be manufactured, and the continuous changing of quantities, which
increases the complexity of the testing process of the finished products [3].

In the course of testing electronic products, we check whether the products comply with the
statutory provisions (energy efficiency rating, noise level, etc.), and with the customer needs (appropriate
operation of functions, life expectancy, etc.) [4].

A lot of factors can trigger the modification of the already established product testing process,
including, most importantly, the following:

• significant change in the quantity of the products to be manufactured,
• testing of new product type(s),
• changing of legal provisions (the testing of those parameters that not have been investigated

before is necessary),
• lean process development [5,6].
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The replanning of the existing process can result in plenty of failures (inappropriate material
handling equipment, testing machine and process scheduling), which affects sustainability.
The literature defines sustainability as the satisfaction of the present needs of mankind at the same time
with the preservation of the environment and natural resources for the next generations [7]. In the
field of logistics, we can make steps towards sustainability by the rationalization of our processes
and/or application of environment friendly technologies, and its significance is continuously increasing
because of the population growth [8,9].

At the modification of the testing process of electronic products, we can make steps for the sake of
increasing sustainability by keeping the following in mind:

• usage of renewable energy resources at the operation of facilities, material handling tools and
testing equipment,

• choosing material handling device(s) [10–12], testing equipment with the appropriate capacity (no
unnecessary acquisition of assets, thus the usage of non-renewable natural resources decreases),

• minimization of material handling path and the size of inter-operational storage areas at the
establishment of testing process (smaller area is required for performing the given activity, thus
the usage of non-renewal natural resources needed for infrastructural investments decreases).

• application of line planning method with minimum material handling capacity (energy
consumption decreases) [13,14],

• checking of the establishment of workflow processes for the sake of avoiding customer complaints
(in the case of delivering a defective product, the usage of non-renewable natural resources
significantly increases) [15].

The application of the simulation modelling technology can provide a substantial support for one
of the tools of Industry 4.0 at the establishment of testing process because of the increasing complexity.
If we would like to define simulation, then, it is basically a method which is capable of realistic
modelling of processes and systems, thus its status changes become evaluative [16].

We can classify the simulation models according to several aspects. If the input data of the
simulation model contains probability element, then we speak about a stochastic simulation model,
otherwise it is a deterministic one [17]. According to another classification aspect, we can distinguish
continuous and discrete simulation models. In case of the discrete model, the system statuses change
in the countable points, while in the continuous model, they change as the continuous function of
time [18,19].

Due to the regular replanning of the processes, there is a stronger and stronger need to the
simulation examination of the testing process of the electronic products. However, the domestic and
international literature do not sufficiently address this field. In this paper, we present a concept of
such a parameterizable discrete simulation model, by which the modification of processes become
evaluative even before the implementation, thus the unnecessary investment costs and the losses
inherent in the processes can be avoided.

2. Introduction of the Important Tools of Industry 4.0

Fundamentally, the industrial revolutions can be connected to social, economical and technological
changes, since the primary condition of invention and spread of each technology is the availability of
the appropriate economical and social environment [2].

The beginning of the first revolution is dated to the invention of the modern steam engine, while
the biggest novelty of the second industrial revolution was the invention of electricity. In the third
industrial revolution, the spread of electronic, IT systems and automation was crucial. Nowadays,
as the result of the increase of the cohesion between information technology and the automation of
the cyber-physics systems being developed, brought us the beginning of a new era, i.e., the fourth
industrial revolution [20–22]. Figure 1 shows the main features of the industrial revolution.
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Figure 1. The development of industrial revolutions [22].

Appearance of a lot of tools can be connected to the fourth industrial revolution. With their
application, the production and service companies have newer opportunities [23,24]. The important
tools are the following:–

Additive manufacturing (AM): At additive manufacturing, the parts are made with the help of
powder ingredients and laser light, contrary to the separating and forming procedures. Its advantage
is that parts with more complex geometry can be manufactured without tools [25,26].

• Simulation: Method capable of realistic modelling of processes and systems, thus their status
changes can become evaluative.

• Digital twin: The digital transformation of manufacturing is promoted by the digital twin
technology to a significant extent. It realizes the digital twin of technological devices, employees,
processes and systems with the help of different hardware and software. The digital twin is
connected to its physical pair through the Internet of Things (IoT), about which it collects data
with the help of sensors [27,28].

• Big Data concept [29,30]: With the disclosure of correlation between the data, we can draw useful
conclusions and create new services from the large quantity of data (e.g., forecast of the price of
the airline ticket). Some say that the big data concept will significantly change the future, since
relying on the large quantity of data, we will most likely be able to make appropriate decisions
even without knowing the causal relationship.

• Internet of Things (IoT): The term “Internet of Things” was first used by Kevin Ashton in 1999 [31].
There are a lot of Hungarian expressions for this term, but maybe the “Dolgok internete” expresses
the essence of it the best. The IoT makes the access of different devices (car, fireplace, safety system,
parts, material handling devices, etc.) possible through the internet/some kind of network, and in
certain cases, it provides communication between devices.

• Cyber-physics systems [32,33]: The development of informatics and automation, and increase of
cohesion between them made the application of cyber-physics systems possible (cyber-physics
systems are electronic devices having control items and network connection). The cyber-physics
are able to collect data from their environment, and they act after analyzing their location.

• Virtual reality (VR): The virtual reality is an artificial world made by a computer-based environment,
in which the users try to involve themselves into the events happening in the given virtual reality
as much as they can [34].

• Augmented reality (AR): Some kind of virtual extension of reality, when we project virtual
elements into a real environment, with e.g., telephone or special glasses [35–37].

• Machine learning: The machine learning is one branch of the Artificial Intelligence (AI), which
deals with such systems able to learn, i.e., they generate knowledge from experience [38,39].
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3. Features of the Applied Simulation Framework

We adapted the elaborated simulation method to the version 10.1 of Plant Simulation
framework [40]. Naturally, if necessary, the model can be applied to other frameworks as well,
following its adaptation (e.g., simul8, arena, etc.).

The most important features of the applied framework are the following [41]:

• Discrete event-driven operation: It makes the fast running of the prepared models possible by
that the software always examines the discrete moments of the next substantial event (e.g., a truck
arrives, a product is finished, etc.).

• Object-oriented approach: The framework contains predefined objects, whose behavior in most
cases can be set with the help of predefined data entry fields (if necessary, the SimTalk programming
language can be applied).

• Graphic display option: There are a lot of diagram types and functions available for showing
output data of the prepared model.

• Animated display option: If necessary, the running of the prepared model can be displayed with
an animation.

• Interactive intervention option: It is possible to modify the input data (even in the course of
running the program).

• Access to external databases: The joining of the framework to external databases can be
implemented (e.g., Oracle, SQL, ODBC, XML, etc.).

• The main structural elements of the framework are the following:
• Class library: It includes all the objects needed for the preparation of the simulation model. We call

one element of the class library a class, whose parameters can be modified optionally and new
classes can be created as well (by copying or by legacy).

• Toolbar: It makes the accelerated access of the objects possible. Its elements refer to objects, which
are originally available in the class library. Thus, an unambiguous relationship can be matched
between certain objects of the toolbar and of the class library.

• Modelling area: As a matter of fact, the display of a “frame” in which the simulation model can be
created. Within a “frame” more “frames” can be created (even in a hierarchical structure), which
is for ensuring the transparency of the model (for example, at modelling the site of a company,
a separate draft can contain the raw material warehouse and the production plant).

• Console: With the help of it, we can display information about the current status of the elements
of the model (e.g., value of the variables, error messages, etc.) during the running of the
simulation model.

4. Parameterizable Simulation Model of the Testing Process of Electronic Products

For the preparation of the simulation examination model of electronic products, we have elaborated
a process with 10 steps (see Figure 2).

4.1. Determination of the Goal of the Simulation Examination

Before the preparation of the simulation program, the goal(s) of the examination [42] must be
clearly determined, which can be the following, in the case of finished products testing processes:

• Avoiding planning failures (e.g., determination of the inappropriate material supply methods and
technological equipment with inadequate capacity).

• Comparison of planning changes (e.g., comparison of more versions with the use of values of
indicators originating from simulation examination).

• Determination of limit powers and limit states (e.g., necessary storage capacities, testing capacity).
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Figure 2. Preparation process of parameterizable simulation model in the case of testing process of
electronic products.

4.2. Assignment of the Examined Logistics System

On the basis of the goals, the parts and limits of the examined logistics system must be determined.

4.3. Getting Acquainted with the Operation of the Examined System

The persons performing the simulation examination must be informed about the material flow
and operation properties of the elements of the limited logistics system in order to make all the factors
available, which are important in connection with the modelling. From the aspect of examining the
testing process, particular attention should be paid to the possible product deficiencies and for the
implementation of the related logistics processes.

4.4. Preparation of the Simulation Model of the Material Flow Process

The framework suitable for the preparation of simulation examination contains predefined objects,
which make the preparation of the simulation model of the examined material flow system possible.
The important objects are described below.

The limitation of the examined material flow system is performed with the help of the source
and drain objects (Figure 3a). The elements can be connected by the connector object (Figure 3b).
The source object is suitable for generating moveable units (e.g., parts, storage unit, transport vehicle
(Figure 3c)) according to the set time interval and frequency, while the absorption object is for absorbing
the prepared moveable units (besides recording the statistical data).

Figure 3. (a) Input and output object; (b) Connecting element; (c) Moveable units.
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The examined logistics system can be created in the modelling area between these objects.
Depending on whether we need to model the testing tasks of one or more product, we can speak
about elementary and parallel action object (Figure 4a). In case, in the course of testing, we need to
perform assembling or disassembling action, then the object in Figure 4b can be used. Modelling of the
inter-operational storage and the storage tasks can be performed by the objects, which can be seen in
Figure 4c.

Figure 4. (a) Elementary and parallel action object; (b) Assembly and disassembly object; (c) Buffer and
storage area object.

We perform the material flow path between actions with the following: Figure 5a belt conveyor
object in case of material handling equipment inside the company, Figure 5b traffic route object in case
of human work and Figure 5c public road traffic route object in case of public road traffic.

Figure 5. (a) Belt conveyor object; (b) Traffic route object; (c) Public road traffic route object.

For the modelling of the manpower in the simulation framework, a separate, predefined object
system was created. The Figure 6a object is used for designating the place of performing work, the
Figure 6b object is for controlling the work of employees, while the Figure 6c object is for selecting a
temporary place for the workers (when there is no work, the workers can stay here).

Figure 6. (a) Workplace; (b) Broker; (c) Worker pool.

Setting of the running time of the simulation model is done be the Event controller object
(Figure 7a), while the shift scheduling of the applied objects can be performed by the Shift calendar
(Figure 7b).
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Figure 7. (a)Event controller object; (b) Shift calendar object.

4.5. Preparation of the Simulation Model of the Information Flow Process

For the implementation of the simulation of material flow processes, the data structures necessary
for the production, material handling and testing of electronic products to be tested must be created
and they must be filled with data. These data structures will be introduced in the following:

• Testing plan data table (Table 1): It shows that in the case of manufacturing electronic products
on more production lines in the given shift, which product type with which type of product
deficiencies’ proportions will be manufactured. The proportions of product deficiencies were
recorded on the basis of empirical data, and their exploration is virtually done in the testing process.

Table 1. Testing plan data table.

Data Field Data Type

Date Date
Number of shift Integer

Production line identifier String
Product type String

Quantity of products to be tested Integer
Production cycle time Integer

Proportion of appropriate type of products Real
Proportion of failure type 1 Real
Proportion of failure type 2 Real
Proportion of failure type... Real

• Data table containing the parameters of material handling units (Table 2): In the testing process,
a number of units doing material handling can get a role in performing material handling tasks
between testing units. The second data table summarizes the important parameters of these
objects. It must be also noted separately, that the operation time should be interpreted at the
material handling equipment, on which the testing task is also performed (e.g., roller conveyor
stops for performing a short measurement). Maximum quantity of gathered products is the
number of products that can be aligned behind each other (e.g., on a roller conveyor), while the
rolling time is the time needed for the rotation of the rotating table.
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Table 2. Data table containing the parameters of material handling units.

Data Field Data Type

Identifier of material handling device String
Speed Real

Operation time Integer
Maximum quantity of gathered products Integer

Rolling time Integer

• Data table belonging to the performing of testing operation: Table 3 contains the parameters
of the actions included in the testing process. It shows the following: what turn-on, testing
and turn-off period are connected to the examination of the given product type on a given
technological equipment.

Table 3. Data table belonging to the performing of testing operation.

Data Field Data Type

Product type String
Technology equipment identifier String

Turn-on period Real
Testing period Real
Turn-off period Integer

4.6. DeterMination of Evaluative Indicators

For the sake of rationalizing of plans made for the modification of the testing process, it is
important to choose the most suitable indicators for the goal of the examination.

• In case of the decision to be made on the storage capacity: In the course of running of the created
simulation model from the utilization rate of the inter-operational storages, we can determine the
ideal storage capacity, which can help us in determining the ideal storage areas.

Important factors:

# maximum inventory level of inter-operational storage,
# relative frequency function of the utilization rate of storage areas.

• At the decision regarding the material handling devices to be applied: As a result of the running
of the simulation examination, we can determine the performance data of the material handling
devices having set parameters, and on the basis of this, we can decide on the possible modification
of the type and number of the devices to be purchased.

Important factors:

# average and maximum utilization rate of material handling devices,
# capacity of material handling devices.

• At the making of decision regarding the testing equipment: In the course of performing simulation
examination we can get information about the compliance of the testing equipment, i.e., we can
determine whether the given type and quantity fulfils the requirements or not.

Important factors:

# average and maximum utilization rate of testing equipment,
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# capacity of testing equipment.

• At the making of decisions regarding the testing process: Before making the decision regarding
the modification of the planned testing process, it is important to examine the fulfilment of
requirements defined by the investigated company.

Important factors:

# operation cost of the testing process,
# capacity of testing process.

4.7. Implementation and Testing of the Operation of the Simulation Model

After the placement of objects necessary for the material and information flow, the following
actions must be made for the operation and testing of the simulation program.

• Setting of the preparation of product types: With the use of the data of the data structures recorded
in Table 1, we must set the way of generating product types in the input object(s). At starting
the simulation program, this object will generate the objects with good quality and those having
different product deficiencies at regular intervals and frequency.

• Setting of the path of material flow: Having regard to the material flow objects, the good quality
forwarding path must be set, which is to be applied in connection with products having different
product deficiencies. In principle, it means that when exiting from an object, the product deficiency
attribute will be checked, and the direction of forwarding will be determined on the basis of
its value.

• Setting of parameters of objects performing material handling: The parameter setting of objects
(e.g., material handling devices, human resources) applied in the material flow system must be
based on the data structure values recorded in Table 2. The recording of parameter values of
the objects performing material handling is performed at zero time instant of the running of the
simulation with the help of an application created for recording parameters.

• Setting of the parameters of testing equipment: The setting of parameter values of testing operations
must be realized on the basis of the data structure values recorded in Table 3. The recording of
parameter values of the testing devices is performed at zero time instant of the running of the
simulation with the help of an application created for recording parameters.

• Setting of the running time, shift plan of the simulation model: The running time and the shift
scheduling (length of shifts, breaks) of the applied objects are set in the simulation framework.

• Setting of the preparation of indicators: In this point, the following is performed: the preparation
of applications related to the creation of indicator(s) necessary for making decision(s) regarding
the modification of the testing process.

• Testing: The operation of the examination model must be certified together with corporate
professionals (during certification, we examine whether the elaborated model reflects reality or
not). It can occur in many cases that smaller corrections must be made on the examination model
for the sake of appropriate operation (e.g., data and process correction, etc.).

4.8. Running, Setting of the Indicator(s)

From the data collected in the course of running the simulation model, the factors necessary for
making development decision(s) are created. In order to minimize the risks inherent in development
decisions, it may be necessary to consider the sensitivity of the parameters relevant to the decision.
During this examination, we observe the effect of changing the parameter(s) to be determined on the
logistic indicators. With the help of the test, we can determine the ideal parameters and parameter
intervals (e.g., operating time, speed, etc., for given technological equipment).
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4.9. Decision about the Implementation of the Development Plan

On the basis of the completed examinations, a decision is whether to perform further examinations
(continuing from step 4) or to realize the prepared plan.

4.10. Implementation of the Development Plan

The approved development concepts are implemented.

5. Application of Simulation Examination Method at the Modification of the Testing Process
of Refrigerators

For the presentation of the practical application of the examination method shown in chapter 4,
see the following: Preparation and application of parameterizable simulation model suitable for the
review of the development plan of product testing process of a company dealing with the production
of refrigerators. For reasons of confidentiality, the examined company was not identified and data
used in the case study were not fully presented.

5.1. Goal of the Simulation Inspection

The product testing process of a company dealing with the production of refrigerators was
replanned for the sake of satisfying future increased needs. Main objectives of the inspection:

• Determination of the ideal operating time for packaging equipment to reduce purchasing costs
and maximize performance

5.2. Limitation of the Examined Logistics System

The production of refrigerators is performed on two production lines. Afterwards, the testing
of products is performed through two symmetrical testing processes. The examined logistics system
includes the process from the manufacturing of products (Figure 7, limit lines A and B) until the storage
of finished product (Figure 8, limit lines C and D).

Figure 8. Simulation examination model of the testing process of refrigerators.
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5.3. Getting Acquainted with the Operation of the Examined System

Before the preparation of the simulation model, we got acquainted with the operation of the
existing process, and we recorded, in details, the modifications planned in connection with the
transformation of the process on the basis of the conciliations with the professionals of the company.

5.4. Preparation of the Simulation Model of the Material Flow Process

At the preparation of the model, we modelled the system limits with two input objects and two
output objects (Figure 3a). In the examined material flow system, the material handling was performed
by roller conveyors, driverless forklifts and human resources. Thus, the belt conveyor object (Figure 5a),
and the traffic route object (Figure 5b) were used. The modelling of human work was done with the
use of 6.1–6.3 objects. The modelling of the testing operations was realized by the elementary action
object (Figure 4a). We realized the connection between the placed objects with connecting element
(Figure 3b).

5.5. Preparation of the Simulation Model of the Information Flow Process

For the implementation of the simulation of material flow processes, the data structures necessary
for the production, material handling and testing of electronic products to be tested must be created
and they must be filled with data. These data structures will be introduced in the following:

• Testing plan data Table 4: It shows in which shift and within which intervals do the product types
arrive from the production to the testing process. Regarding the product types, we define the
probability of the arising product deficiencies.

Table 4. Testing plan data table.

Date Shift Product_
Line_ID

Product
Type

Number
of pcs

Takt
Time Adeq. Fail.

1
Fail.

2
Fail.

3
Fail.

4
Fail.

5

05.05.2019 Shift-1 I C_típ 40 43 98 0 0 0 2 0
05.05.2019 Shift-1 I B_típ 45 43 90 0 10 0 0 0
05.05.2019 Shift-1 I A_típ 86 25 94 0 0 6 0 0
05.05.2019 Shift-1 II B_típ 90 43 96 2 0 0 0 2

. . .

• Data table containing the parameters of material handling units: In the examined logistics, process
roller conveyors, driverless forklifts and human resources perform the material handling tasks.
Table 5 summarizes the important parameters of these units. It must be also noted separately,
that the operation time should be recorded at the material handling equipment, on which the
testing task is also performed (e.g., roller conveyor stops for performing a short measurement).
Maximum quantity of gathered products is the number of products that can be aligned behind
each other (e.g., on a roller conveyor), while the rolling time is the time needed for the rotation of
the rotating table.

Table 5. Data table containing the parameters of material handling units.

Name of the Material
Handling Machine Speed (m/s) Processing time (s) Accumulation (pc) Turning Time 90◦

(s)

P1 0.23 1
P2 0.23 5
T1 0.23 6

MH1 18
. . .
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• Data table belonging to the performing of testing operation: Table 6 contains the parameters
of the actions included in the testing process. It shows the following: what turn-on, testing
and turn-off periods are connected to the examination of the given product type on a given
technological equipment.

Table 6. Data table belonging to the performing of testing operation.

Type of Product Name of the
Testing Stations

Switch on Time
(s/pc) Testing Time (s) Switch Off Time

(s/pc)

A_típ P70 5 500 5
B_típ P71 5 500 5
C_típ P72 5 3960 8
C_típ P73 5 3960 8
. . .

5.6. Determination of Evaluation Indicator(s)

After running the simulation model, the following two indicators need to be defined:

• System performance: Shows how many refrigerators can be tested at given packaging times i and
j. It is defined using Equation (1).

Qi, j =
∣∣∣ΘII

i

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ΘIII
j

∣∣∣∣ (1)

where θII
i is the II. and θIII

j is the III. set of unique identifiers of products tested during the testing process.

• System maximum performance: Shows the packaging times i and j for maximum testing
performance. It is determined on the basis of the Equation (2).

Q = max
i, j

{∣∣∣ΘI
i

∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣∣ΘII
j

∣∣∣∣} (2)

5.7. Implementation and Testing of the Operation of the Simulation Model

After the placement of objects necessary for the material and information flow, the following
actions were made for the operation and testing of the simulation program.

• Setting of the preparation of product types: The product types are prepared for the I and II testing
processes with the help of input objects. The generating is performed by the values recorded in
Table 4 as per a method prepared by us.

• Setting of the path of material flow: In connection with both testing processes, 6 material flow
routes were set (appropriate product, and 5 product type failures). After performing a given
operation, the direction of product forwarding is determined with the help of the quality attribute
assigned to the product.

• Setting of parameters of objects performing material handling: The parameter setting of objects
applied in the material flow system is performed on the basis of data recorded in Table 5. There is
a separate method for setting, which is run at the start of the simulation.

• Setting of the parameters of testing equipment: Setting of the parameter values of the testing
operations was performed on the basis of the values of Table 6. There is a separate method for
setting, which is run at the start of the simulation.

• Setting of the running time of the simulation model: In the simulation framework, a 24-h-long
running time was set.
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• Setting of the preparation of indicators: The values of the indicators to be prepared can
be determined from the statistical data belonging to the packaging equipment and the
absorption objects.

• Testing: We tested the examination model together with corporate professionals. The placing of
objects, the establishing of connection between them and the setting of parameters necessary for
the running were in accordance with the plans, thus the simulation program is suitable from the
aspect of the examination.

5.8. Running, Setting of the Indicator(s)

From the data collected in the course of running the simulation model, the factors necessary for
making development decision(s) were created.

• Performance values determined by different packaging times: The results of running the simulation
program at different packaging operation times are shown in Table 7 and Figure 9.

Table 7. Data table containing the results of the simulation examination.

Experiments ProcTime (s) NumOut_II (pcs) NumOut_III [pcs]

Exp 01 21.0000 1800 1777
Exp 02 22.0000 1800 1777
Exp 03 23.0000 1800 1777
Exp 04 24.0000 1800 1777
Exp 05 25.0000 1781 1777
Exp 06 26.0000 1706 1708
Exp 07 27.0000 1695 1774
Exp 08 28.0000 844 830
Exp 09 29.0000 864 865
Exp 10 30.0000 473 864

Figure 9. Performance of the testing process as a function of packaging time.

5.9. Decision about the Implementation of the Development Plan

Based on the simulation study carried out on the basis of the developed improvement plan, it can
be stated that the performance of the system meets the expectations. For process II, a packaging
machine with an operating time of at least 24 s/db and process III for 25 s/db is required.

5.10. Implementation of the Development Plan

Planning and implementation of the approved development concepts.
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6. Summary

This paper highlights the fact that with the appropriate establishment of the logistics processes,
we can make significant steps towards sustainability by using renewable resources and/or by reducing
environmental impact. As a result of digitalization hallmarked by the fourth industrial revolution,
more and more accurate data become available, thus the application of the simulation modelling
technology is becoming more and more effective. We described that the replanning of the testing
process of the electronic products can become necessary in several cases (e.g., significant change in the
legislative provisions, and in the quantity of products to be tested in the future). Thus, the significance
of application of parameterizable simulation examination models is increasing. According to our
knowledge, the domestic and international literature have not dealt with the method of establishing
these kind of simulation examination processes, thus we tried to fill in the gap related to this. We have
developed such a simulation examination method, in which by observing the steps, we can safely
underpin the decisions related to the testing process of electronic products. We presented a case study,
which included the steps of implementations of the simulation examination related to the testing
process of refrigerators. With the spread of digitalization, the application of digital twin technology
will be prioritized in the field of the testing process of electronic products. Due to this, we can decide
over making development decisions by analyzing real-time data.
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